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Section A

Answer all questi.ons.

Eaeh question carries I weightage.

1. Explain with suitable example the print statement in Python.

2.WithsuitableexampleexplainssetobjectsinPython.

. 3. Discuss the general syntax of a while loop in ftrthon.

4. Discuss about the arithmetic operators in Python.

5. Explain how'infinite loopingi is achieved in python language.

6. Discuss any one method of finding an inverse function in Python.

7. Explain the different uses of tuples.

8. Write down the general forrnat of plot 0 function in P;rthon.

9. Discuss interaction by importance sampling.

10. Briefly explain interpolation with cubic 
'spline.

11. State and explain sampling theorem.

L2. With suitable example explain circuit analysis using Kirchhoffs laws.

(1ZxL=12weightage)

Section B

Answer arty two questions.

Each questi.on carries 6 weightage.

13. Explain with suitable example the different operators in python.

14. What is Pick ling in Python ? Explain with suitable example

15. Explain the different steps to solve ordinary second order differential equation with a pair of
boundary condition by shooting method.

16. What is simulation ? Explain the different steps involved in Monte Carlo Simulation

(Zx6 = 12weightage)
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Section C

: Answer any fout questions,
Each questioi carries-T weightage

17. Write a program in Python to find factorial of a number.

18. Write a program ia $rthon to checkwhether the grven number is a prime or not.

19. Writc down an algorithm for p.using Monte Carlo Sinulation.

20. Find the inverse off,(r) = log*.

2t, Explain, why Relaxation method is preferred over shooting method in solving ordinary second

order differential equation.

('| 0 x<2
22. Given s (r)=l . ^.a'^- 

- . Is s{*) a cubic spline ?jwtiff.
l(x -2)" 2> x

(4x8=12weightage)


